**Upcoming event**
**DATE:** November 2-3, 2023

**TIME**

**Event Description:**
The purpose of the Rally in the Valley conference is an event that gives students the opportunity to celebrate their profession, get to know each other and work on professional development. The Rally in the Valley is a conference which allows students to see what is being done in social work programs on other campuses. It’s easy to be in a bubble where you only notice what is affecting your school or community and Rally in the Valley helps students really connect with their fellow social work peers from across Virginia and build cohesiveness and a sense of unity within the profession.

**ACTIVITIES:** The event is made up of a roll call, panels, workshops, award ceremonies and a graduate school fair. Students have about a dozen MSW (Master of Social Work) programs from around the nation host a graduate fair and a panel. This gives students a chance to ask questions about applying, as well as compare programs. Events like these are an opportunity for students to sharpen their skills and look for new ways to practice.

**TO SIGN UP**
**CONTACT:** ichung@nsu.edu
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**PLEASE SHARE YOUR MOMENT**